Ref: New Delhi (India) /13th March 2018 /SG/ MDPF/01
To
Mr. Yousef Al-Othaimeen
The Secretary-General
Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC)
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Subject: The Nero of Syria.
Dear Mr. Secretary General
I feel very grieved in drawing your honors concern towards a very sensitive fact about the
current scenario of Syria .
Syria has a glorious past and is held in high esteem by the believers in La ilaha ill lall lah
Muhammadur Rasulullah all over the world.
1. Who is unaware of the genocide rampant in Syria under the aegis of the USA and
its allies on one hand and Russia and its allies on the other?
2. Who are being massacred there. More than half a million innocent civilians,
including 3 years old children whose last words before death at a recent
bombarding in the city called Ghouta in Syria were “we are going to Allah and tell
Him everything“?
“Save these
angels
before they
approach
the almighty
Allah for
justice”

“These bundles do not contain something to be consumed by living beings
on the earth, but inside it; Yes, the remains of innocent angels”

3. Who were killed in Iraq, Egypt, Libya, Afghanistan and so on?
4. Who is supplying rather selling arms to the killers?
5. Who made the peaceful followers of La ilaha ill lall lah ………..belonging to various
sects kill each other?
6. The so called ‘Bigs’ of the world only want to annihilate the followers of La ilaha ill
lall lah …… in piece meal by dividing them.
7. Where are the torch bearers of human right ?
8. How many conflicts, threatening the peace of the world has the UNO solved so far
? The Bigs will only try to use the situation there to their own advantage.
9. What is the difference between the present UNO and the past League of Nations?
Has President Bashar-ul- Asad become so indomitable that the united pressure of
Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) (Saudi, Iran, Indonesia, Turkey and the
like) cannot force him not to follow the footsteps of Nero. Yes. it was Nero who
fiddled white Rome burned. In Syria it is Bashar-ul-Asad who is enjoying surfing in
the sea of blood flowing there and making fun of the leaders of human rights. As a
matter of fact it is mandatory on the part of fifty seven members of the OIC and
the like to come forward and immediately stop genocide in Syria. It is futile to
expect anything from the UNO because it is dominated by the Bigs with vested
interests.
What an irony! The Canadians including the Sikh community among them have
expressed their concern for crushing of human rights there practically by granting
the migrants from Syria the citizenship of their country where as the OIC is still
brooding over this carnage.
We must not forget that nature is the greatest dispenser of justice. It never spares
any action of its creatures, detrimental to its governance, from bringing them to
justice. The fate of the Pharaoh (Remises), Hitler, Changes Khan, Nero, the
executors of Jesus and Yazeed, the impious, are the living examples of this truth.
Still there is time to mend our ways and help the suffering Syrians.
We, the Indian followers of La ilaha ill lall lah……..,are prepared to extend our full
co operation with the OIC in stopping this bloodbath there.
Thanking you with the hope that OIC will come out for immediate action in this
regards and fulfill the aim and purpose of the organization.
A line of acknowledgment for this letter will be highly appreciated.
Yours truly

Muhammad T Kaifi
+91 9711117162 / 9868251249
Copy to: Request to all OIC members’ country should take such steps immediately as
seem to be called for in this regard on the Day of Judgment after Kariman Katebeen (the
angels deputed by Him on our shoulder to note down our good & bad deeds) as
submitted their report to Him about our doings in this life.

